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Abstract 4 

Thermal comfort is one of the most important factors of indoor environment quality, 5 

affecting occupants’ well-being and work efficiency. With the advent of smart control 6 

technology, personalized and intelligent air conditioners have been promoted for 7 

occupant-centric intelligent air-conditioning control. Based on commonly used 8 

air-conditioning (AC), this paper quantitatively describes the method for occupant thermal 9 

preference adaptation, and proposes a rule-based classification method of occupant thermal 10 

preference recognition. With the quantitative description and classification of the occupant 11 

thermal preference, this paper proposes a multi-step input control method for an 12 

occupant-centric fan-coil system. This method provides an indoor thermal environment that 13 

fulfills the demands of different preferences and is easy to implement with existing 14 

air-conditioning control systems without additional sensors. To perform an 15 

application-oriented, closed-loop research of the proposed control method, two prediction 16 
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models of occupant thermal preferences are developed based on an occupant behavior dataset 1 

and they could be used as the well initialized models for future online tunning by continually 2 

accumulated dataset. Moreover, aiming for a practical operation guide for conventional 3 

occupant-centric air-conditioning systems, this paper validates the effectiveness and accuracy 4 

of the proposed multi-step input control method, integrated with occupant thermal preference 5 

recognition. This was done by using Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) control 6 

experiments and Simulink simulations of an actual personal office room, equipped with a 7 

fan-coil unit (FCU) in Shanghai. The research results indicate that dynamic indoor air 8 

temperature response with different air-conditioning control modes can meet the control needs 9 

of different occupant thermal preference patterns.  10 

Keywords: occupant behavior, thermal preference pattern, personal preference model, fan-coil 11 

control, personal micro-environment 12 
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 1 

Nomenclature 

Tin 
Actual indoor air dry-bulb temperature when 
AC behavior (including switch-on and adjust) 
occurs, ℃ 

Tsp 
Temperature setpoint for AC switching-ON 
behavior, ℃ 

Tsp,0 
Original temperature setpoint for AC setpoint 
adjusting behavior, ℃ 

Tsp,1 
New temperature setpoint for AC setpoint 
adjusting behavior, ℃ 

∆ 
Difference of Tin and Tsp,0 for AC setpoint 
adjusting behavior, ℃ 

 Outdoor dry-bulb temperature, ℃ 
 Outdoor relative humidity, % 

, 
Outdoor effective temperature combining  
with  , ℃ 

 Probability of sample  

c| 
Conditional probability that sample  belongs 
to class c 

  
Connect weight between the hth neuron in the 
hidden layer and the jth functional neuron in the 
output layer 

 
Model error of the kth sample in the training 
dataset, having m sample in total 

η Learning rate in the iteration process 
K Proportionality coefficient 
  Integration time constant 
 Derivative time constant 
 Rise time of indoor air temperature response 
t Peak time of indoor air temperature response 

t,t 
Duration time of Step 1 and 2 in the multi-step 
input control 

Abbreviation 
PLC Programmable logic controller 

OCC Occupant-centric control 
HITL Human-in-the-loop 
PCS Personal comfort system 
VAV Variable air volume system 
FCU Fan-coil unit system 
VRF Variable refrigerant flow system 
IR Infrared radiation 
IEA International Energy Agency 

EBC 
Energy in Buildings and 
Communities Programme 

PMV Predicted mean vote 
MRT Mean radiant temperature 
ANN Artificial neural network 
SVM Support vector machine 
PID Proportional-integral-derivative 

ICT 
Information and communication 
technology 

BP Back propagation 
KL Kullback-Leibler divergence 
JS Jensen-Shannon divergence 
 

 Sizing coefficient of transfer function 
 Time constant of transfer function 
 Delay time of transfer function 

,  Probability density functions 
ut PID control output at time t 

e , et 

Input bias of control system and 
temperature bias between AC 
temperature setpoint and monitored 
indoor air temperature 
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1. Introduction 3 

Indoor environments are not only closely related to people's physical and mental health, but 4 

also have a great impact on work efficiency. Thermal comfort has been considered as one of the 5 

most important parameters influencing overall occupant satisfaction with indoor environmental 6 

quality[1]. In the field studies of indoor thermal comfort, the most commonly used thermal natural 7 

temperature is determined by statistical regression or interpolation and is possibly not preferred by 8 

many people based on significant individual differences[2]. Meanwhile, the diversity of thermal 9 

comfort has manifested in personal preference of the built environment under the influence of the 10 

effect of age, gender, adaptation, season and circadian rhythms etc.[3].  11 

With the advent of sensing and intelligence technology, the individual thermal preferences of 12 

a built environment have promoted occupants’ demand for personalized and intelligent HVAC 13 

systems, as well as the development of occupant-centric control. Recent research studies on 14 

occupant-centric control (OCC) can be divided into two types: occupancy-based studies and 15 

occupant-behavior-based studies[4]. In the studies of occupancy-based control for HVAC systems, 16 

zone level occupancy information[5], or count of the number of persons[6], were extracted by 17 

motion detectors[6] , WIFI[7], or chair sensors[8] and used to learn and predict key occupancy 18 

metrics, such as arrival and departure time patterns through a variety of methods: recursive least 19 

squares[9]; empirical probability distribution and k-nearest neighbor[10]; k-means clustering and 20 

k-nearest neighbor[11]; hidden Markov models[6]; and persistence-based forecasting of the 21 
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occupancy profile[12]. Occupancy-based studies have mainly focused on occupant presence and 1 

occupancy prediction that provide support to ON/OFF control strategy and reduce HVAC 2 

operation time. The basis of the control is the extraction and learning of occupant preference on 3 

zonal environment for occupant-behavior-based control. These control algorithms either solicit 4 

user input through custom web-based[13], smart phone application-based user interface[14], or 5 

infer user preferences from their intuitive interactions with conventional control interfaces (i.e., 6 

thermostats)[15][16]. Occupant preference learning was undertaken using different statistical 7 

techniques: Fisher’s discriminant analysis[17]; fuzzy predictive modeling[13]; logistic 8 

regression[16]; artificial neural networks[15]; and quadratic programming[5]. Currently, OCC 9 

algorithms have only been implemented to adapt control operation for zone-level devices, such as 10 

fan-coil units, VAV terminal units, perimeter water radiators, and radiant floor heating system. 11 

Most OCC algorithms for HVAC were incorporated in conventional, interactive controllers and 12 

few research studies incorporated occupant behavior information in model-based predictive 13 

controls[16][18].  14 

Relatively speaking, the latter occupant-behavior-based controls have mainly focused on 15 

occupant thermal preference. Two kinds of technical roadmaps exist in this field: activity 16 

estimation[19] and paradigm shift [2]. The first activity-based control assumed that an occupant’s 17 

environmental requirements change depending on the activity taking place, or their specific 18 

behaviors[20]. Activity classifiers based on occupant measurements helped maintaining thermal 19 

comfort while reducing HVAC energy consumptions. Existing studies include electrical and 20 

HVAC control based on smartphone-detected physical activities[19], presence sensors, desktop 21 

computer use[20], or infrared radiation (IR) cameras[21]. Except for several explorations of 22 
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activity-based control, the majority of occupant-behavior-based control research studies have 1 

applied something which is summarized as a paradigm shift[2][22][23]. A paradigm shift takes 2 

advantage of rapid technology advancement to address the issue of individual difference by 3 

shifting the built environment paradigm from centralized, fixed set points to individualized, 4 

time-variant air conditioning. These studies commonly included three parts. Firstly, the occupants’ 5 

physiological and psychological response to a thermal environment was collected to serve as the 6 

paradigm learning database. Secondly, machine-learning algorithms were utilized to predict the 7 

comfort levels and thermal demands of an individual subject rather than the average response of a 8 

group of people. Finally, occupant-centric controlled HVAC systems provided an individual and 9 

personalized thermal environment to achieve thermal satisfaction for the target occupant. 10 

As emphasized by IEA EBC Annex 79 “Occupant-Centric Building Design and Operation”, a 11 

paradigm shift was considered as a necessary algorithm to comprehend the complex and dynamic 12 

bi-directional interactions between occupants and buildings. In our opinion, it will become part of 13 

the mainstream direction in future research studies that transition from a “one-size-fits-all” 14 

approach to a more individualized control of thermal environments. This paradigm shift is 15 

supported by new knowledge, increased recognition of the value of healthy and comfortable 16 

environments, new enabling technologies and techniques (sensing and communication technology, 17 

analytical methods, computational power), and acknowledgement that occupants are an 18 

increasingly important factor for low-energy buildings [23]. Based on the above discussion, the 19 

novelty of this paper is to introduce a new method for occupant thermal preference recognition for 20 

an occupant-centric built environment control and the ultimate control strategy of occupant-centric 21 
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HVAC systems for individual thermal satisfaction, which belongs to the branch of paradigm shift 1 

research in this field.  2 

This paper summarizes a framework for control of occupant-centric intelligent 3 

air-conditioning systems integrated with occupant thermal preference. In the framework, three 4 

steps are included as follows:  5 

1) Quantitative description of occupant thermal preference. Serving as the theoretic basis of 6 

occupant-centric control research, a reasonable quantitative description of occupant thermal 7 

preference requires representing occupant thermal sensation and having good accessibility and 8 

measurability. In this case, the following learning process of occupant thermal preference could be 9 

more feasible and accurate. Commonly used quantitative metrics for occupant thermal preference 10 

in the related studies include predicted mean vote (PMV) of the whole body thermal sensation 11 

[24], thermal comfort survey, and physiological index. It is known that the quantitative calculation 12 

based on Fanger’s PMV model relies on many factors, such as air temperature, relative humidity, 13 

mean radiant temperature (MRT), air velocity, occupant clothing insulation level, and their activity 14 

level. Many of those (e.g. humidity, MRT, air velocity) are not continually measured in most 15 

buildings. This is also assuming a uniform and constant clothing or activity level could not reflect 16 

the time-variant and individual feature, which could cause errors in predicting occupant thermal 17 

sensations. Due to the advances in technologies for sensing, actuation, and human-building 18 

interaction, some research has explored thermal comfort survey and its combination with an 19 

existing index, such as PMV, by means of online voting[25] and interactive interface[26][27] for 20 

assessing occupant thermal comfort and more efficient indoor conditioning[28]. Although the 21 

above occupant-centric concept has already been developed for HVAC system operation, 22 
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keeping users engaged without disturbance is still a challenge to overcome[29]. Besides, there 1 

were several pilot studies analyzing the possibility of using physiological signals, like skin 2 

temperature or heart rate, for occupant thermal sensation description. The issues of occupant 3 

privacy and IR sensor cost may need to be resolved first for the following application of suitable 4 

control strategies. Obviously, there are challenges for direct incorporation of commonly used 5 

metrics for individual thermal preference in the HVAC control. Moreover, the existing metrics 6 

have not considered occupants’ thermal adaptation in the built environment, which is based on a 7 

premise that occupants are an active agent interacting with the personal environment system via 8 

multiple feedback loops, instead of a passive recipient of the given thermal environment [30]. 9 

Thermal adaptation can be attributed to three different processes: behavioral adjustment, 10 

physiological acclimatization and psychological habituation or expectation. That is to say, actual 11 

air-conditioning usage behavior provides clues for researchers to track and explore individual 12 

comfort differences, especially in personal space equipped with an occupant-centric 13 

air-conditioning system. Research shows that tracking occupant behavior with thermal control 14 

devices (e.g., thermostats, fans) can be non-intrusive yet provide additional data points that can be 15 

used to infer individuals’ thermal comfort[31]. Individuals interact with thermal control devices 16 

available in the space to meet their cooling and heating needs; hence, the resulting behavior can be 17 

regarded as an expression of one’s thermal preference[32] or acceptability range[33]. It is worth 18 

noting that the non-intrusive behavior tracking demands a complete human-in-the-loop (HITL) 19 

HVAC operation system to display its advantages and effects for occupant thermal preference 20 

exploration[34]. The closing of this loop mainly depends on both personally-owned thermal 21 

control devices and accurate feedbacks about occupants’ thermal comfort. These two aspects play 22 
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an important role for the occupancy-driven and comfort-aware modality of HITL HVAC 1 

operation[34]. The two aspects also can improve occupants’ awareness of how to use control 2 

devices to meet their preferences, so that facilitate creating a direct link of the interactive behavior 3 

data to personal comfort preference. Currently, this loop is much easier to adopt and iterate in 4 

personal micro-environment, such as individual offices or personal comfort systems (PCS) [32].       5 

2) Learning and prediction of occupant thermal preference. After the database establishment, 6 

based on occupant thermal preference-related data collection and quantitative description at a 7 

certain scale, the paradigm learning process can be implemented using suitable machine-learning 8 

methods to learn the occupant thermal preference. The developed model can predict the target 9 

occupant’s preferred parameter or classification related to thermal comfort under certain 10 

circumstances, which is served as valuable support for the action item of the occupant-centric 11 

control system to satisfy the possible thermal requirements. Classification methods of machine 12 

learning have been the most commonly used algorithm in this field for its capability of solving 13 

non-linear complex questions with multiple inputs, such as logistic regression [35], artificial 14 

neural network (ANN) [36], support vector machine (SVM) [37], and the Bayesian approach [38]. 15 

This part can be regarded as the interdisciplinary application of machine-learning methods, in 16 

which reasonable selection of an optional algorithm is crucial with the consideration of both 17 

prediction requirements and data characteristics.  18 

3) Integration occupant thermal preference with HVAC control. The ultimate aim of deep 19 

exploration for the occupant thermal preference is to integrate it with HVAC control and support 20 

the correct, cognizable, and executable control of HVAC operation for the occupant-centric built 21 

environment. Related research has come up with several control methods integrated with the 22 
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occupant thermal preference model, such as fuzzy logic, proportional-integral-derivative (PID) 1 

control, agent-based control, and network-based control[39][40][41]; while the actual application 2 

of these methods was limited by the barriers of system complexity and sensor cost requirements.  3 

Recently, studies have sought to tackle the aforementioned limitations by leveraging 4 

Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs)[29]. Advancements in ICT provided 5 

opportunities for ubiquitous data collection and communication, and for the application of 6 

data-driven pattern recognition and control algorithms; while little effort has been made to 7 

synthesize research developments regarding occupant-centric control quantitatively and 8 

qualitatively due to the complexity and occupant engagement issue[34].   9 

Under the 3-step framework, this paper aims to propose a more suitable quantitative 10 

description of occupant thermal preference and a reasonable control method for adaptive 11 

preference learning and convenient occupant-centric system operation. Based on the commonly 12 

accessible thermal adaptation behavior in the occupant-centric built environment, this paper 13 

formulates a rule-based pattern classification of occupant AC usage behavior by introducing the 14 

psychological category of personality indication to the quantitative description of occupant 15 

thermal preference, embracing AC usage preferences on a setpoint and change rate of indoor air 16 

temperature. In this method, the classified five occupant AC usage behavior patterns separately 17 

recognize five kinds of occupant thermal preferences with different expectations and requirements 18 

for an indoor environment. With the explicit definition of occupant thermal preference patterns, 19 

the targeted control method integrated with occupant thermal preference recognition, named 20 

multi-step input control, is proposed for conventional occupant-centric air-conditioning system. 21 

The proposed control method correspondingly includes five different multi-step input rules for 22 
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each occupant AC behavior pattern to produce distinguishing dynamic response processes of 1 

indoor climate, which can fulfill various ambient demand expected by different occupant thermal 2 

preferences. In order to perform an application-oriented, closed-loop research of the proposed 3 

occupant-centric air-conditioning system control method, an occupant thermal preference 4 

prediction model, using back propagation (BP) neural network, is developed and validated. 5 

Moreover, aiming for a practical operation guide for conventional occupant-centric 6 

air-conditioning systems, this paper validates the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed 7 

control method through Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) control experiments and 8 

Simulink simulations. 9 

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides the research methodology, including 10 

the definition of occupant thermal preference and AC usage behavior pattern in Section 2.1, the 11 

classification rules of occupant AC usage behavior in Section 2.2, the occupant thermal preference 12 

models in Section 2.3, and the proposed control method integrated with occupant thermal 13 

preference recognition in Section 2.4. The application of the proposed methods and the research 14 

results are presented and analyzed in Section 3. Section 3.1 explains the development and 15 

evaluation of an occupant thermal preference model, and Section 3.2 introduces the experimental 16 

and simulation validation of the multi-step input control method in an actual personal office room 17 

equipped with a conventional HVAC system. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 4. 18 

 19 

 20 
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2. Methodology 1 

2.1 Definition of occupant thermal preference and AC usage behavior pattern  2 

The occupant thermal comfort involves several factors, such as indoor air temperature, 3 

humidity, and air velocity etc., among which the indoor air temperature has the most significant 4 

effect on the practical AC operation[1]. Related thermal comfort research studies have emphasized 5 

the diversity and propensity of individual thermal sensation; this accordingly affects the usage 6 

pattern of occupant-centric AC. Here in this study, the occupant thermal preference includes two 7 

aspects: a) the indoor air temperature setpoint preference, and b) the change-rate preference of 8 

indoor air temperature.  9 

From the perspective of exploring the personal thermal preference, this paper proposes a 10 

rule-based classification method to identify different occupant AC usage behavior patterns (see 11 

Figure 1). The occupant-preferred settings of indoor air temperature directly reflect the user’s AC 12 

usage of the power-demand pattern under the combined condition of personal psychological and 13 

ambient physical issues. As shown in Figure 1, the behavior pattern definition requires an 14 

occupant AC usage behavior database constituted by two parts, occupant AC usage behavior 15 

records and the corresponding environmental condition data. Generally speaking, people tend to 16 

think that the lower the setpoint is, the faster the room temperature drops when they switch on the 17 

AC and set a preferred temperature setpoint in the summer[42]. The proposed classification 18 

method mainly uses three historical records, including AC indoor air temperature setpoint, actual 19 

indoor air dry-bulb temperature, and the difference between them, to define the change-rate 20 

preference of indoor air temperature, as well as the occupant AC usage behavior pattern. Then, the 21 
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most likely occupant AC behavior pattern is determined by the expected change rate of indoor air 1 

temperature. The larger difference between the actual indoor air dry-bulb temperature and the 2 

occupant AC temperature setpoint at the same time means the higher change-rate preference of 3 

indoor air temperature, which is regarded as the more radical AC behavior pattern. AC usage 4 

behaviors commonly include AC switching-ON and AC setpoint adjusting behavior. Here we 5 

apply different rules to obtain the pattern label of these two types of AC usage behavior. Figure 1 6 

shows the key metrics of classification rule for AC switching-ON and AC setpoint adjusting 7 

behavior. Referring to the psychological description of personality indication [37], we divide the 8 

occupant AC usage into five modes: radical mode, relatively radical mode, moderate mode, 9 

relatively conservative mode, and conservative mode. As listed in Table 1, each of them separately 10 

represents a different change-rate preference of indoor air temperature. The following section 2.2 11 

presents the explicit classification rules in this method, including the quantitative segmentation 12 

and thresholds of these classification metrics for both AC switching-ON and AC setpoint adjusting 13 

behavior. 14 

As shown in Figure 1 and Table 1, the pattern definition method of occupant AC usage 15 

behavior includes the data requirements and key metrics for the occupants’ thermal preference 16 

recognition and their AC usage behavior pattern classification. With this method, a primary 17 

occupant AC usage behavior dataset constituted by historical records of occupant AC usage 18 

behavior and environment condition can be processed into a pattern-labelled dataset. The label 19 

represents which pattern of AC usage behavior a sample belongs to. The label of training samples 20 

is essential for supervised model development, as the dependent/predictable variable. When 21 

applying the developed model of occupant AC behavior pattern prediction to actual 22 
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occupant-centric ACs, the values of processed labels in the training dataset basically determine the 1 

optional range of the predictive behavior pattern in the future. 2 

 3 

Figure 1. Pattern definition method of occupant AC usage behavior 4 

 5 

Table 1. Optional occupant AC behavior patterns 6 

Occupant AC usage behavior patterns Change-rate preference of indoor air temperature 

Radical High 

Relatively radical Relatively high 

Moderate Medium 
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Relatively conservative Relatively low 

Conservative Low 

 1 

Under the circumstances, the exploratory establishment of an occupant thermal preference 2 

model aims to utilize accessible and effective measurement data to define AC usage behavior 3 

patterns of occupants and then predict their thermal preference and preferred AC settings within a 4 

certain range of ambient conditions for occupant-centric control. The records of occupant AC 5 

usage behavior represent historical interaction with AC. And the records can implicitly reflect their 6 

requirements for AC to fulfill their thermal preference, which can provide a significant raw data 7 

foundation for occupant thermal preference research. In most cases, it is inconvenient and not 8 

cost-optimal to obtain measurements from additional sensors. There generally exists two parts of 9 

accessible data for regularly operated air-conditioning systems. As listed in Table 2, one is the 10 

operational parameter of personal air conditioning (like fan-coil) controlled by an occupant, 11 

including the on-off state, operation mode, indoor air temperature setpoint, and air velocity mode. 12 

The other is the corresponding environmental parameters, including indoor air temperature, indoor 13 

humidity, outdoor air temperature, and outdoor humidity. The data of occupant air-conditioning 14 

usage behavior can be collected through thermostat panels. The environmental condition data can 15 

be collected by existing sensors of air conditioning systems and the nearby meteorological station 16 

or website at the same time granularity as the AC operational data. These two parts of data 17 

constitute the primary occupant AC usage behavior database as the start of the pattern definition 18 

method (See Figure 1). 19 

Table 2. Data collection requirements for occupant thermal preference research 20 
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Occupant AC usage behavior Environmental condition parameters 

On-off state Indoor air dry-bulb temperature 

Operation mode (cooling / heating) Indoor air relative humidity 

Temperature setpoint Outdoor air dry-bulb temperature 

Supply air flow rate/fan speed 

(low/medium/high) 
Outdoor air relative humidity 

 1 

2.2 Classification rules of occupant AC-usage behavior patterns 2 

The intent of proposing the pattern definition method of occupant AC usage behavior is to 3 

attain a pattern-labelled database of occupant AC usage behavior for personal thermal preference 4 

model establishment. The pattern definition method in section 2.1 can be recognized as the data 5 

preprocess step in the proposed framework of a personal thermal preference model. In this way, 6 

the classification rules in the pattern definition method are crucial to guarantee the feasibility and 7 

accuracy of the developed models. It is important that covering the actual situations of occupant 8 

AC usage behavior patterns as comprehensive as possible for both the considered metrics and the 9 

resulted labels of the classification rules.  10 

Occupant AC usage behavior patterns and the classification rules of occupant thermal 11 

preference have mainly existed in two research directions. As summarized in Table 3, one is 12 

assessing the impact of different occupant behavior patterns on building energy performance. This 13 

kind of occupant behavior patterns usually are described by the ON-OFF and temperature setpoint 14 

of HVAC driven by occupancy and thermal comfort demand. Different levels of these key metrics 15 
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or their combination represent different types of thermal preference. They are then used as inputs 1 

of building energy simulation tools to analyze the effects of occupant behavior on building energy 2 

consumption[43] or energy savings of energy conservation measures (ECMs)[44]. The other is 3 

establishment of personalized thermal comfort models for personal built environment control. This 4 

kind of research studies use the PMV[31][45] or processed PMV[46] as the key metric to 5 

represent the individual thermal sensation.  6 

Table 3 Key metrics summary of classification rules for thermal preference in prior studies 7 

Direction Building type Key metric for pattern label Patterns Reference 

Impact assessment 
of occupant 

behavior 

Office,  
USA 

Cooling setpoint(26,24,22oC), 
Heating setpoint(18,21,22oC), 

HVAC occupancy control 
(i.e. OFF if unoccupied, always ON, etc.) 

Austerity, 
Normal, 
Wasteful 

[44] 

Residential, 
China 

Combination of HVAC ON-OFF control 
for living/bedroom 

(i.e. Turn off when leaving or feeling cold, 
Turn on when feeling hot or before sleep, 

etc.) 

Family A, 
Family B, 
Family C 

[43] 

Personal thermal 
comfort model on 

basis of PMV 

Office, 
Spain/China 

PMV by Fanger (-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3) Cold, Fresh,  
Slightly 

Fresh, Neutral,
 Warm, Hot,  

Very Hot 

[31]/[45] 

Office,  
China 

Processed PMV, i.e. Personalized Dynamic 
Thermal Comfort, PDTC by Zhao et.al 

(-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3) 
[46] 

 8 

Comparatively speaking, the first direction focuses on defining prototypical occupants from 9 

the perspective of energy usage, especially of HVAC usage. The way of defining a type of 10 

preference-driven occupant AC usage behavior by a single setpoint is overly simplistic for HVAC 11 

operation control, without considering individual diversity of thermal preference under the 12 
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specific built environment. The second direction pays much attention to utilizing environmental 1 

parameters (i.e. indoor temperature, humidity etc.) and personal physiological data for an 2 

universal metric of personal thermal comfort, as well as its application. The methodology of PMV 3 

doesn’t take the individual interactive behavior into account, which is informative for occupant 4 

thermal preference profile. Besides, the PMV needs some intrusive survey data, i.e. clothing level, 5 

metabolic rate and activity level, to attain correct results. 6 

Given the above, this paper combines the two aspects of data, environmental parameters and 7 

individual AC usage behavior, and proposes the classification rules of occupant thermal preference 8 

for Occupant AC usage behavior pattern recognition. For the aim of providing a quantitative 9 

reference, the classification rules in this paper use hierarchical segmentation and thresholds of 10 

different metrics to define AC usage behavior patterns according to the level of indoor air dry-bulb 11 

temperature at the time when the change in operation occurs. Here we propose different rules for 12 

AC switching-ON and AC setpoint adjusting behavior respectively. As shown in Figure 1, the two 13 

rulesets are respectively applied for AC switching-ON subset and AC setpoint adjusting subset to 14 

obtain the pattern labels. 15 

Figure 2(a) illustrates the classification rules of AC switching-ON behavior in the space 16 

cooling mode. The level of Tin, the indoor air dry-bulb temperature when the AC is switching-ON, 17 

determines the settings of metrics and thresholds to distinguish the proposed five patterns of 18 

occupant AC usage behavior. This method uses 26℃ and 28℃ as the threshold values for 19 

setting-up Tin levels, considering the Summer Comfort Ranges in ASHRAE Standard 55 [47]. 20 

First, under the circumstance of Tin＞28℃, the temperature setpoint Tsp, is directly used as the 21 

quantitative metric to distinguish different patterns of AC Switching-ON behavior with five 22 
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intervals of Tsp. With the Tsp decreasing from higher than 28℃ to lower than 24 ℃ when Tin＞1 

28℃, the behavior pattern changes from cooling conservative mode to cooling radical mode. 2 

Under the circumstance of Tin ≤ 28℃, this method utilizes the difference (Diff) of Tin and Tsp (in 3 

Figure 2), as the metric to distinguish different patterns of AC Switching-ON behavior. With the 4 

consideration of occupant thermal requirements under different indoor ambient environments, the 5 

gradually changed threshold sets of Diff for five patterns cover slightly different ranges for the 6 

circumstances of 26℃ ≤ Tin ≤ 28℃ and Tin＜26℃. As shown in Figure 2, the former threshold 7 

sets of Diff ranges from 1℃ to 6℃, and the latter ranges from 1℃ to 5℃. 8 

Figure 2(b) illustrates the classification rules of AC setpoint adjusting behavior in the mode 9 

of space cooling. The AC setpoint adjusting behavior occurs when the indoor air temperature (Tin) 10 

under an original AC setpoint (Tsp,0) could not satisfy the occupant’s thermal comfort perception, 11 

and a new AC setpoint (Tsp,1) reflects the occupant’s anticipation of indoor environment change 12 

under that dissatisfied circumstance. The classification method in this paper combines two 13 

temperature metrics, ∆ and Diff in Figure 2, to quantitatively define the five patterns of AC 14 

setpoint adjusting behavior. ∆ is defined as the bias of the actual indoor air temperature Tin and 15 

the original AC setpoint Tsp,0 when the AC setpoint adjusting behavior occurs. Diff is the 16 

difference of the original AC setpoint Tsp,0and the new adjusted one Tsp,1. The gradually changed 17 

threshold sets of the two metrics for five patterns also cover slightly different ranges for the 18 

circumstances of Tin≥26℃ and Tin＜26℃. As shown in Figure 2, the former threshold sets of Diff 19 

ranges from 1℃ to 5℃, and the latter ranges from 0℃ to 4℃.  20 

It is worth to note that the proposed framework in this paper is an adaptive and iterative loop 21 

which practically depends on the specific individual behavior. Due to the diversity of personal 22 
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thermal preference, it is hard to achieve the full coverage and fine segmentation of each metric in 1 

the pattern definition method at the beginning of the iteration. The classification rules in this paper 2 

can be used for the initialized pattern definition of occupant AC usage behavior, which is a cold 3 

start of the self-learning data-driven model research. The quantitative segmentation and thresholds 4 

of key metrics in the classification rules can be periodically adjusted according to the specific 5 

actual occupant behavior data of the application afterwards. Besides, the classification method and 6 

rules flow could be equally suitable for heating mode in winter, with reasonable adjustment on the 7 

segmentation and thresholds of key metrics.  8 

 9 

 10 

(a) Classification of AC switching-on behavior (space cooling mode) 11 

 12 
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 1 

(b) Classification of AC setpoint adjusting behavior (space cooling mode) 2 

Figure 2. Classification rules of occupant AC usage behavior for space cooling 3 

 4 

 5 

2.3 Occupant thermal preference model 6 

2.3.1 Occupant AC behavior model of indoor air temperature setpoint 7 

This study chose a common probability-based model to describe the effects of certain 8 

environmental conditions on occupant preference of AC temperature setpoint. From the 9 

perspective of methodology, ZeroR[48] is a classification method through frequency calculation of 10 

historical data, and it produces the probabilistic frequency of each class by historical statistics of 11 

each optional class; it then selects the class having the maximum probability as the predicted class. 12 

With the combination of the conditional probability theory in the naïve Bayesian method 13 

(Equation 1) and the definition of outdoor effective temperature (Equation 2, Resultant 14 
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Temperature in [49]), the ZeroR classifier will build the conditional probability of historically 1 

indoor air temperature when AC is ON, as the predicted probability of optional AC setpoints under 2 

certain environmental conditions, shown as Equation 3: 3 

 4 

c| = 
                       (1) 5 

, =  − 0.4 − 101 − /100              (2)[49] 6 

,|, = ,|,
,                (3) 7 

 8 

In the above Equations:  9 

 is the probability of sample ; 10 

c is the joint probability that sample  and class c occur simultaneously;  11 

c| is the conditional probability that sample  belongs to class c; 12 

,[49] is the outdoor effective temperature combining the outdoor dry-bulb temperature, 13 

(℃), with the outdoor relative humidity, (%);  14 

,|,  is the time duration that the indoor air temperature stays ,  under the 15 

circumstance that AC stays ON, and the outdoor effective temperature is ,; 16 

, is the time duration that AC stays ON and the outdoor effective temperature is ,; 17 

,|,is the conditional probability that the indoor air temperature stays , under the 18 

circumstance that AC stays ON and the outdoor effective temperature is ,. 19 

 20 

The modeling and application of the occupant AC indoor air temperature setpoint model can 21 

be explained by 4 steps in Figure 3: data preparation, data preprocess, probability model 22 
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development, and model application. The model development requires historical data of occupant 1 

AC usage behavior and the corresponding indoor condition when AC is ON as training data, 2 

including outdoor temperature and outdoor humidity as independent variables and indoor air 3 

temperature as dependent variable. The occupant AC indoor air temperature setpoint model is 4 

developed to predict the occupants’ preferred AC setpoint under certain environmental conditions 5 

in real time. Also, the occupant AC indoor air temperature setpoint model procedure can achieve 6 

incremental learning and iterative application. After a period of model application, the latest raw 7 

data of occupant AC usage behavior and the corresponding indoor condition when AC is ON can 8 

be collected in the training dataset and used to refresh the model for the next period of model 9 

application. 10 

 11 

 12 

Figure 3. The development procedure of occupant AC indoor air temperature setpoint model  13 

 14 

There is a common model evaluation step to estimate the accuracy of primary model and the 15 

rationality of model selection after the primary probability model is developed in the methodology 16 

stage. This paper suggests two indexes for the probability model evaluation, Kullback-Leibler (KL) 17 

divergence and Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence, in probability theory. The two indexes can reflect 18 

the extent of the difference of the two distributions, which can be used to describe the difference 19 

of the predicted AC setpoint distribution and the actual indoor air temperature distribution. For 20 
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two of the discrete probability distributions, p and q, their KL divergence and JS divergence are 1 

separately formulated by Equation 4 and 5, in which  and  are their probability density 2 

functions, and 
  means the mixture distribution. For the occupant AC indoor air temperature 3 

setpoint model, the difference between predicted and actual AC setpoint distributions of test 4 

dataset can be measured by KL or JS. The smaller KL or JS indicates the less difference of the two 5 

analyzed distributions and means the more accurate model.  6 

|| = ∑  log 
                         (4) 7 

|| = 
  || 

  + 
  || 

                    (5) 8 

 9 

2.3.2 Occupant AC behavior model of indoor air temperature change rate 10 

This study applies the Back Propagation (BP) Neural Networks method to develop the 11 

occupant AC behavior pattern model, for its capability of solving complex questions and highly 12 

adaptive self-learning, which makes BP widely used as the predictive model in optimal control. 13 

BP Neural Networks[50–52] is characterized by the multi-layer feedforward neural networks by 14 

way of an error back propagation algorithm.  15 

Typical multi-layer feedforward neural networks are constructed by an input layer, hidden 16 

layers, and an output layer. The neuron numbers of each layer of the example model shown in 17 

Figure 4 are separately  in the input,  in the hidden, and  in the output. Neurons of the 18 

input layer only accept outside input, those of hidden and output layer are functional. Multiple 19 

input signals (e.g. , ,…, ) are passed to a functional neuron (e.g. the hth neuron in the 20 

hidden layer) by connection weight (e.g. , ,…, ). Comparison of the input signals and 21 
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the threshold of the functional neuron is then processed by an activation function to be its output 1 

(e.g. ). The connection scheme between the hidden and output layers also uses connection 2 

weight and is similar to that between the input layer and hidden layers. The BP algorithm is used 3 

to iteratively adjust and determine the parameters in the above model, including multiple 4 

connection weights of connected neurons and the threshold of each neuron. The iteration process 5 

of BP is commonly based on gradient descent strategy and searches these optimal parameters in 6 

the negative gradient direction, as in Equation 6. The optimization objective of BP is to minimize 7 

the accumulated error () of the training dataset, as in Equation 7.  8 

 9 

 10 

Figure 4 Typical multilayer feedforward neural network architecture 11 

 12 

∆ = −η 


                             (6) 13 

 = 
 ∑ 


                               (7) 14 

 15 

In Equations 6 and 7,  is the connection weight between the hth neuron in the hidden layer and 16 

the jth functional neuron in the output layer.  is the model error of the kth sample in the training 17 

dataset, having m sample in total. η is the learning rate in the iteration process.    18 
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Figure 5 presents the modeling and application of the supervised machine-learning model of 1 

occupant AC behavior pattern prediction. The BP model development requires historical records 2 

of AC usage behavior and the corresponding environmental condition when AC is ON as a model 3 

database. The history of environmental conditions, including outdoor temperature, outdoor 4 

humidity, indoor air temperature and indoor humidity, are used as training inputs of the BP model. 5 

The history of the AC behavior pattern label, generated by means of the proposed rule-based 6 

classification method in Section 2.2, is used as a training output of the BP model. As shown in 7 

Figure 5, the BP model is established to predict occupants’ preferred AC behavior pattern under 8 

certain environmental conditions in real time. With consideration of certain stochastic 9 

characteristics of occupant preference, this study applied a fuzzy classification method in the post 10 

process of the continuous BP model outputs to achieve final discrete predictions covering five 11 

different AC behavior patterns – radical, relatively radical, moderate, relatively conservative, and 12 

conservative mode. The five modes represent the separate different change-rate preference of 13 

indoor air temperature, as listed in Table 1. Here, the fuzzy IF-THEN rule and the membership 14 

function of trapezoidal distribution are chosen to achieve the discrete classification based on BP 15 

prediction results. Also, the primary methodology stage needs a similar method and index of 16 

model evaluation to the occupant AC indoor air temperature setpoint model in the model 17 

development procedure.  18 

 19 

Figure 5. Occupant AC behavior pattern model procedure 20 
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2.4 Control strategy design for occupant thermal preference 1 

2.4.1 Common control method of AC usage in personal space  2 

Variable air volume (VAV) system, Fan-coil Unit (FCU) system and Variable Refrigerant 3 

Flow (VRF) system are the three most commonly used HVAC systems in office buildings in China, 4 

in which FCU and VRF systems have been applied in the majority of personal offices, due to their 5 

flexibility of usage and for keeping the high-growth trend of the market proportion with the 6 

gradually increased individual diversity and the interactive requirements of personal thermal 7 

comfort demand.  8 

The occupant-centric operation of HVAC systems in personal space (like a single-user room) 9 

mainly takes advantages of indoor-environment monitoring technologies and ultimately adjusts 10 

supply air-flow rate to narrow the bias between actual and occupant-preferred indoor environment 11 

and fulfill the occupant thermal demand in an adaptive way. The above control method is 12 

generally implemented using two kinds of control logics, stepping control and 13 

Proportional-Integral-derivative (PID) control. The stepping control method uses the segmentation 14 

of current bias to determine the fan speed in the next step and is often applied to the fan speed gear 15 

adjustment of VRF and FCU systems in the personal space of office buildings. Relatively 16 

speaking, the PID or PI control can achieve continuous adjustment, which is more flexible and 17 

energy efficient than the stepping control. It is often integrated with the control system of FCU 18 

and VRF, having continuous adjustment demand and applied in personal spaces with certain 19 

requirements of indoor environmental stability. Equation 8 provides the general formula of PID 20 

control output at time t, ut. It is constructed by the linear combinations of the proportional, 21 

integral, and differential of input bias et, which separately represents the real-time, historical, 22 
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and future characteristics of bias. K is the proportionality coefficient.  and  are integration 1 

and derivative time constant. 2 

 3 

ut = K[et + 


 et
  + 


 ]                   (8) 4 

2.4.2 Multi-step input control strategy 5 

In the methodology of occupant-centric control for HVAC systems in personal space, 6 

occupant-preferred indoor air temperature setpoint plays an important role as the activated input of 7 

HVAC operation control and determines the adjustment direction and extent of HVAC control in 8 

the next timestep, directly affecting dynamic environmental response and the occupant’s thermal 9 

comfort. It is obvious that existing HVAC system control only addresses the issue of 10 

occupant-preferred indoor air temperature setpoint, without considering individual diversity of 11 

acceptance and preference on change rate of indoor environment. Given this, the study aims to 12 

propose a multi-step input control strategy suitable for common HVAC control logics in personal 13 

spaces to satisfy individual thermal preference on both setpoint and change rate of indoor air 14 

temperature during the HVAC system operation. Differing from the commonly used single-input 15 

control, triggered by a single temperature setpoint, the multi-step input control strategy contains 16 

multiple segmented inputs to achieve a certain change rate of indoor air temperature. Each 17 

segmentation uses different times of the temperature bias (e) between the occupant-preferred AC 18 

temperature setpoint and the actually monitored indoor air temperature as the input bias of the 19 

HVAC control system. The bias (e) is directly used as the single-input bias of HVAC control 20 

systems in regular single-input control.     21 
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Occupant thermal preference models in Section 2.3 can recognize the occupant behavior 1 

patterns from the historical AC behavior data and predict the occupants’ preference for both the 2 

AC setpoint and the change rate of indoor air temperature. For a specific target occupant with one 3 

of the AC behavior patterns, Table 4 presents the configurations of the suitable multi-step input 4 

control to fulfill the expected change-rate preference of indoor air temperature. In Table 4, the rule 5 

for Moderate mode applies the commonly used control strategy with a single-input bias et, 6 

which is the difference between an occupant-preferred temperature setpoint and the actually 7 

monitored indoor air temperature at time t. For the radical or relatively radical mode, this method 8 

suggests a 2-step input rule, including a larger input bias than et in Step 1 to increase the response 9 

speed of indoor air temperature and the original input bias et in Step 2 until the indoor air 10 

temperature reaches a steady state. For the relatively conservative mode, a smaller input bias, 0.5et, 11 

is designed to decrease the indoor response speed in Step 1. Even for the conservative mode, a 12 

3-step strategy order, using 1/3 et, 2/3 et, and et as the input bias, is proposed to achieve 13 

the slower indoor air temperature response. 14 

 15 

Table 4. Input bias of multi-step input rules for different occupant AC behavior pattern 16 

Occupant AC behavior 

pattern 

Change-rate preference of 

indoor air temperature 

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 

Radical High 2 et et - 

Relatively radical Relatively high 1.5 et et - 

Moderate Medium et - - 

Relatively conservative Relatively low 0.5 et et - 
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Conservative Low 1/3 et 2/3 et et 

Note: et is the difference between the occupant-preferred temperature setpoint and the actually 1 

monitored indoor air temperature at time t, which is the single-input bias of HVAC control in common 2 

control logic.  3 

 4 

To intuitively illustrate the matching of the proposed control strategy with different occupant 5 

AC behavior pattern, this study has conducted the simulation of the multi-step input control 6 

strategy for a case of PID-controlled VRF system in the summer. Based on the same original input 7 

bias et of -2 ℃, the upper side of Figure 6(a)-6(e) separately displays the multi-step input bias 8 

of a PID control system for different occupant AC behavior pattern referring to Table 4. With the 9 

multi-step input bias as activate signals, the PID controller can adjust the supply air volume of 10 

VRF in real time. Accordingly, the below side of Figure 6(a)~6(e) shows the resulted dynamic 11 

response of indoor air temperature to the PID control. In Figure 6, t and t are the duration 12 

time of Step 1 and Step 2 respectively in the multi-step input control strategy.   is the rise time 13 

of the indoor air temperature response, defined by the duration time to first reach the steady value 14 

(e.g. -2℃) or the duration time from 5% to 95% of the steady value in the control theory. t is the 15 

peak time of the indoor air temperature response, defined by the duration time to first reach the 16 

peak value. In the application of the proposed control strategy, we suggest setting the duration 17 

time of Step 1, t, as the duration time to reach 90% of the steady value (e.g. -2℃) for the radical 18 

or relatively radical mode. Likewise, the t of the relatively conservative mode is suggested as the 19 

duration time to reach 45% of the steady value. The t and t of the conservative mode are the 20 
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duration time to reach 30% and the duration time from 30% to 60% of the steady value 1 

respectively. 2 

 3 

  4 

（a） Strategy simulation for radical mode 5 

 6 

（b）Strategy simulation for relatively radical mode 7 
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 1 

（c）Strategy simulation for moderate mode 2 

 3 

（d）Strategy simulation for relatively conservative mode 4 

 5 

（e）Strategy simulation for conservative mode 6 
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Figure 6. The multi-step input control strategy for five behavior modes and the resulted dynamic 1 

response of indoor air temperature change 2 

3 Results  3 

3.1 Development of occupant thermal preference model  4 

With the aim of rationality evaluation for the classification and modelling methodology 5 

proposed in section 2, this section introduces the development of occupant thermal preference 6 

models based on an occupant AC usage behavior dataset. Limited by actual measurement 7 

conditions, the modelling dataset is constituted by actual measurements of environmental data and 8 

the agent-based occupant AC usage behavior data for a single-user office room in summer. In the 9 

agent-based generation process of AC usage behavior data, five patterns of occupant AC usage 10 

behavior under different levels of environmental conditions are considered in form of normal or 11 

skewed distributions. According to the pattern definition method shown in Figure 1, based on this 12 

dataset, the labelling step by means of classification rules in section 2.2 is conducted to achieve a 13 

pattern-labelled dataset, which is the training data for the supervised model development. In this 14 

case, the developed models in this paper could be well initialized models for actual control 15 

application, which will be tuned by continually accumulated dataset. 16 

3.1.1 Dataset preparation  17 

According to the data collection requirements of the occupant thermal preference model 18 

research in Table 2, this study establishes a dataset of occupant AC usage behavior and the 19 

corresponding environmental condition, including both the AC ON/OFF state and the AC 20 
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temperature setpoint. There are three parts in this dataset: 1) actual hourly air temperature and 1 

humidity measurements of both indoor and outdoor environment from Jun 1st to Sep 30th, 2018 in 2 

a single-user office room, keeping fan-coil OFF, located in Shanghai, 2) the hourly AC ON/OFF 3 

state data, simulated by the probability model of AC switching-ON behavior under different 4 

outdoor effective temperatures, ,, as shown in Figure 7, and 3) the hourly AC temperature 5 

setpoint data, generated by combining the Monte-Carlo algorithm with various statistical 6 

distributions. To cover various occupant AC behavior patterns under different ,, normal and 7 

skewed distributions are separately used to characterize AC temperature setpoints for the moderate 8 

and the other four patterns of occupant AC behavior. As an example, Figure 8 shows the 9 

distributions of generated AC temperature setpoints for five patterns of occupant AC behavior 10 

under the circumstance of ,>28℃. 11 

 12 

 13 

Figure 7. Probability change of AC switch ON behavior under different environmental 14 

temperature in the summer 15 

 16 
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 1 

Figure 8. Temperature setpoint distribution of different behavior patterns when , >28℃ 2 

3.1.2 Model development and evaluation 3 

Limited by actual measurement conditions, a dataset of actual environmental data and the 4 

corresponding simulated occupant AC behavior have been used as the data basis for validation of 5 

the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed occupant AC behavior models. This dataset 6 

includes 5,000 samples of AC switching-ON behavior and 5,000 samples of AC setpoint adjusting 7 

behavior, covering five patterns of occupant AC usage behavior (radical, relatively radical, 8 

moderate, relatively conservative, and conservative mode) under different levels of environmental 9 

conditions (e.g. ,, , ,). 10 

With the built dataset and occupant thermal preference model methodology, this study has 11 

developed a ZeroR classifier and a BP model to predict occupant AC behavior patterns with 12 

indoor and outdoor environmental conditions as inputs in real time. In the process, a randomly 13 

sampled 80% of the dataset was used as training data, and the other part (20%) of the dataset was 14 

used as validation data to evaluate the accuracy of the developed models. Figure 9 shows the 15 

training process of the developed BP model.  16 
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 1 

Figure 9. Convergence process of developed BP neural network 2 

As a result, Figure 10 presents the distribution comparison between actual (blue) and 3 

predicted (green) patterns of the validation dataset. Figure 10(a)~10(e) orderly displays the 4 

comparison of radical mode, relatively radical mode, moderate mode, relatively conservative 5 

mode, and conservative mode of validation samples. From the actual (blue) AC behavior pattern 6 

distribution, it is obvious that the rule-based classification is a reasonable labeling method. As an 7 

example, among the samples defined as radical mode during the Monte-Carlo simulation, more 8 

than half of them are labeled as radical mode, and the actual distribution is dominated by radical 9 

mode in Figure 10(a). The other four behavior modes also have similar results.  10 

Moreover, the actual (blue) AC behavior pattern distribution is very close to the predicted 11 

(green) AC behavior pattern distribution. From the quantitatively calculated KL and JS divergence 12 

values of each pair of actual and predicted pattern distributions, the developed models perform 13 

good prediction accuracy, especially for the radical, relatively radical, and conservative modes 14 

having relatively lower KL and JS. 15 
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As a result, the occupant thermal preference model can accurately predict occupant AC 1 

behavior patterns representing individual preference on the AC setpoint and the change rate of 2 

indoor air temperature, with the valid dataset including actual AC usage data in personal space and 3 

environmental measurements. From the application perspective, the model performance will be 4 

gradually improved and quickly iterative through online learning with a constantly updated data 5 

base.  6 

 7 

 

（a）radical mode 

 

（b）relatively radical mode 

(c) moderate mode 

 

(d) relatively conservative mode 

 

(e) conservative mode 
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Figure 10. Distribution comparison between actual and predicted patterns of validation dataset 1 

 2 

3.2 Experimental validation of HVAC control strategy for occupant thermal 3 

preference 4 

To assess the effect of the multi-step control strategy on fulfilling various occupant thermal 5 

preference, this section introduces the application of the proposed control strategy in the test 6 

personal office room to achieve different change rates of indoor air temperature in the way of both 7 

simulation and field experiment. After a pre-experiment of the single-user office room for 8 

dynamic response characters fitting, this study compares the dynamic response of indoor air 9 

temperature under different multi-step input biases of the HVAC control strategy for five occupant 10 

AC behavior patterns in simulation and actual PLC operation. In this case, the flexibility of the 11 

proposed control strategy for a common HVAC control system is verified through attaining 12 

different change rates of indoor air temperature, required by individual occupant thermal 13 

preferences. 14 

3.2.1 Simulation and experiment preparation 15 

A pre-experiment has been conducted to obtain dynamic response characters of a single-user 16 

office room, equipped with an FCU system, and located in Shanghai. The specific dynamic 17 

response characters commonly include fitted parameters of transfer function of this room air 18 

temperature and are used as basic parameters of the following HVAC control strategy simulation. 19 

The dynamic response process of indoor air temperature can be regarded as a one-order 20 

inertia process with time delay, as shown in Equation 9. Its transfer function has three main 21 
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parameters, sizing coefficient , time constant , and delay time . Key parameters of the 1 

transfer function can be identified by means of a non-linear, least square method with actual 2 

measurements of dynamic indoor air temperature response.  3 

 = 
                             (9) 4 

Figure 11 shows the layout of the test personal office room. At the beginning of the 5 

pre-experiment, this room stayed at 28℃ with constant air volume supplied by the FCU system. 6 

Through gradually regulating the chilled water valve from full-close position to full-open position, 7 

we collected the corresponding change profile of indoor air temperature and achieved the fitting 8 

transfer function in the form of Equation 9, by means of a non-linear, least square method.  9 

 10 

 11 

Figure 11. Test office room layout in pre-experiment 12 

 13 

3.2.2 Simulation and experiment of multi-step input control strategy 14 

Based on the fitted transfer function of the test room, two types of commonly used HVAC 15 

control, both PID control and stepping control, are integrated with multi-step input control 16 

strategy in Simulink. Figure 12 presents different multi-step input biases, individually used for 17 
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five patterns of occupant AC behavior. To be comparable, the control strategy for moderate mode 1 

is simulated when the original input biases et are -1 and -3℃ respectively. The et of the 2 

radical and relatively radical mode is -1℃, and that of the relatively conservative and conservative 3 

mode is -3℃. With the above multi-step input bias as the activated input of a simulated control 4 

system, Figure 13 respectively shows the resulted dynamic indoor air temperature response. It’s 5 

obvious that the control strategy for the radical mode realizes the fastest change rate of indoor air 6 

temperature, followed by the relatively radical mode, relative to that for the moderate mode with 7 

the same original input bias et. Similarly, the control strategy for the conservative mode realizes 8 

the slowest change rate of indoor air temperature. The simulation result indicates that the 9 

multi-step input strategy for occupant thermal preference can achieve the expected change rate of 10 

indoor air temperature and match with different occupant AC behavior patterns. 11 

 12 

 13 

(a) Original input bias et = -1℃ 14 
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 1 

(b) Original input bias et = -3℃ 2 

Figure 12. Multi-step input bias of HVAC control strategy for different occupant AC behavior 3 

patterns 4 

 5 

 6 

 7 

(a) Original input bias et = -1℃ 8 
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 1 

(b) Original input bias et = -3℃ 2 

Figure 13. Simulated indoor air temperature response curve under different multi-step input biases 3 

of HVAC control strategy 4 

 5 
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In the field experiment, a Programable Logic Controller (PLC) has been designed by 1 

integration of the multi-step input strategy for occupant thermal preference and practically used 2 

for the FCU control system of the test personal office room. A common PLC is used for receiving 3 

the AC temperature setpoint as an input signal and then adjust the chilled water valve or fan speed 4 

to affect the indoor air temperature. During the designed PLC operation, the adjusted indoor air 5 

temperature setpoint is determined by the monitored environmental conditions, the predicted 6 

occupant AC setpoint (as Original input) and the predicted occupant AC behavior pattern in real 7 

time. Based on the bias between the setpoint input and the monitored temperature of the personal 8 

office, the PLC can control the adjustment of fan speed to fulfill individual thermal preferences on 9 

indoor temperature change rate to the desired indoor air temperature. Here, the continuous output 10 

of PID control is discretized to three levels of supply air volume, representing high, medium, and 11 

low speed of the fan in the test FCU system.  12 

Table 5 compares the rise time of indoor air temperature response between the above 13 

simulation and the field experiment under different multi-step input biases of the HVAC control 14 

strategy. The difference of rise time is less than 10%, which implies the rationality and accuracy of 15 

the simulation models. Figure 14 shows the dynamic response comparation of indoor air 16 

temperature under different multi-step input biases of the HVAC control strategy for five occupant 17 

AC behavior patterns in order. The simulated dynamic response processes of indoor air 18 

temperature are greatly close to those of field experiments.  19 

As a result, both the simulation and field experiment indicate that the multi-step input control 20 

strategy in this study is effective for a common HVAC control system to achieve different change 21 
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rates of indoor air temperature in order to flexibly accommodate a variety of occupant thermal 1 

preferences. 2 

 3 

Table 5. Response comparison between simulation and experiment under different multi-step input 4 

biases of HVAC control strategy 5 

Occupant AC behavior 

pattern 

Original input 

bias et (°C) 

Rise time  

Experimental (s) Simulated (s) Error (%) 

Radical  -1 260 282 8.5% 

Relatively radical -1 600 540 -10.0% 

Moderate -1 790 800 1.3% 

Relatively conservative  -3 1510 1473 -2.5% 

Conservative -3 2670 2573 -3.7% 

 6 
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 1 

(a) Radical mode 2 

 3 

(b) Relatively radical mode 4 

 5 
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 1 

(c) Moderate mode 2 

 3 

(d) Relatively conservative mode 4 
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 1 

(e) Conservative mode 2 

Figure 14. Comparison of simulated and experimental response curve of indoor air temperature 3 

under different multi-step input biases of HVAC PID-control strategy 4 

 5 

4 Conclusion and future work 6 

The historical HVAC usage behavior record can not only serve as a better data basis for the 7 

quantitative description of occupant thermal preference in a far less intrusive way but also provide 8 

opportunities to take advantage of the paradigm shift research structure as previously mentioned. 9 

This study aims to utilize accessible occupant behavior and environmental data to form a 10 

self-learning approach to guide occupant-centric HVAC operation in the way of integrating 11 

occupant thermal preference recognition with common HVAC control systems. 12 
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In this paper, occupant thermal preference is quantitatively described from two aspects: a) 1 

indoor air temperature setpoint preference and b) change-rate preference of indoor air temperature. 2 

By introducing the psychological category of personality indication to the occupant thermal 3 

preference description, occupant AC behavior patterns are then classified through a rule-based 4 

labeling method with historical occupant AC usage behavior and environment data. The five 5 

different occupant AC behavior modes separately represent different change-rate preferences of 6 

indoor air temperature under certain environmental conditions. With the pattern-labeled dataset, 7 

BP neural network is suggested as the supervised data-driven method to develop the pattern 8 

recognition model for occupant thermal preference prediction under certain environmental inputs. 9 

The model results indicate that the BP method can accurately predict occupant AC behavior 10 

patterns representing preference on indoor air temperature change rate, driven by personal AC, if it 11 

has actual occupant-centric AC usage and environmental measurements. The developed models in 12 

this paper could be well initialized models for actual application, which will be tuned by 13 

continually accumulated dataset. 14 

According to the diversity of occupant AC usage behavior patterns, a multi-step input control 15 

strategy is proposed for common occupant-centric HVAC control systems. As a result, both the 16 

simulation and field experiment indicate that the multi-step input control strategy in this study is 17 

effective for common HVAC control systems to achieve different change rates of indoor air 18 

temperature in order to flexibly accommodate a variety of occupant thermal preference. The 19 

proposed methods in this paper can provide an indoor thermal environment to meet different 20 

patterns of occupant thermal preferences and are well compatible with existing 21 

air-conditioning control systems without additional sensors. 22 
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It is worth noting that the summarized framework and proposed methods in this paper are 1 

more suitable for personal micro-environment, except for that equipped with unitary 2 

air-conditioners without variable frequency control. Under the circumstance of the 3 

occupancy-driven and comfort-aware HVAC operation, the tracking behavior records basically 4 

have the capability of representing individuals’ thermal preference and their adaptive interaction 5 

with the built environment. In the above application scenarios, our proposed technical route can 6 

give full play to the advantages and effects of accurate occupant AC usage behavior data for 7 

personalized intelligent HVAC control. For a new occupant in his/her personal office, we suggest 8 

to develop the pattern labels and initialized models by the non-interventive behavior data for a 9 

period (e.g. 2 or 4 weeks) and then tune the models by continually accumulated dataset. 10 

The key definition, data requirements, labeling classification, modeling methods, and 11 

prediction application of occupant thermal preferences proposed in this paper can provide a 12 

closed-loop, self-learning roadmap of data-driven, occupant-centric, application-oriented model 13 

research. This loop requires gradual improvement and iteration through online learning with a 14 

constantly updated data base. Though actual behavior data is scarce, this study unravels the 15 

feasibility of the proposed framework and the methodology, also provide a well initialized start of 16 

the closed-loop research by deeply discussed rules, models and strategies. For the future research, 17 

the integrating operation effect of online learning BP model and multi-step input control strategy 18 

needs to be further explored in the actual occupant-centric HVAC system, as well as the 19 

assessment of occupants' satisfaction and energy performance of the proposed control strategy. 20 

These two aspects could be the added links of application evaluation in the loop.  21 
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Highlights 
 

 Occupant thermal preference is quantized and classified by two indexes: AC setpoint and 
change rate of indoor air temperature.  

 We establish ZeroR and BP neural network models to characterize occupant thermal 
preference in personal micro-environment. 

 Multi-step input control strategy is proposed for integration with occupant thermal preference 
recognition.  

 Both simulation and field experiment indicate that the multi-step input control strategy is 
effective for HVAC control system to flexibly accommodate variety of occupant thermal 
preference. 
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